The mechanism of GroEL/GroES folding/refolding of protein substrates revisited.
The thermodynamics and kinetics of zinc-cytochrome c (ZnCyt c) interactions with Escherichia coli molecular chaperone GroEL (Chaperonin 60; Cpn60) are described. Zinc(II)-porphyrin represents a flexible fluorescent probe for thermodynamic complex formation between GroEL and ZnCyt c, as well as for stopped-flow fluorescence kinetic experiments. Data suggests that GroEL and GroEL/GroES-assisted refolding of unfolded ZnCyt c takes place by a mechanism that is quite close to the Anfinsen Cage hypothesis for molecular chaperone activity. However, even in the presence of ATP, GroEL/GroES-assisted refolding of ZnCyt c takes place at approximately half the rate of refolding of ZnCyt c alone. On the other hand, there is little evidence for refolding behaviour consistent with the Iterative Annealing hypothesis. This includes a complete lack of GroEL or GroEL/GroES-assisted enhancement of refolding rate constant k(2) associated with the unfolding of a putative misfolded state I (Zn) on the pathway to the native state. Reviewing our data in the light of data from other laboratories, we observe that all forward rate enhancements or reductions could be accounted for in terms of thermodynamic coupling (adjusting positions of refolding equilibria) due to binding interactions between GroEL and unfolded protein substrates, driven by thermodynamic considerations. Therefore, we propose that passive kinetic partitioning should be considered the core mechanism of the GroEL/GroES molecular chaperone machinery, wherein the core function is to bind unfolded protein substrates leading to a blockade of aggregation pathways and to increases in molecular flux through productive folding pathway(s).